Extract from a Tablet of ‘Abdu’l‑Bahá
It may be that letters addressed to the women believers do indeed contain certain passages written
by way of encouragement, but the purpose of such passages is to show that, in this wondrous
Dispensation, certain women have outshone certain men—not that all women have excelled all
men! The members of the Spiritual Assembly should do all they can to give encouragement to the
women. In this Dispensation one should not think in terms of “men” and “women”: all are under
the shadow of the Word of God and, as they strive more diligently, so shall their reward be greater
—be they men or women or the frailest of people.... As for the large number of Tablets addressed
to women enjoining them to teach the Cause: since the letters arriving in the Holy Land come for
the most part from women, and only rarely from men, it is natural that women should be written
to more frequently than men....
As to thy question: “To whom should we turn?”—turn thou to the Ancient Beauty. God
willing, a copy of His blessed portrait will in due course be despatched to thee so that when
offering prayer thou mayest turn thyself in spirit towards that Holy Likeness, and not towards
some mere figment of the imagination. Know thou, however, that at no time should His blessed
portrait be hung in the Mashriqu’l-Adhkár.
As regards the question of young children and of weak, defenseless souls who are afflicted at
the hands of the oppressor, in this a great wisdom is concealed. The question is one of cardinal
importance, but briefly it may be stated that in the world to come a mighty recompense awaiteth
such souls. Much, indeed, might be said upon this theme, and upon how the afflictions that they
bear in life become a cause for them of such an outpouring of Divine mercy and bestowal as is
preferable to a hundred thousand earthly comforts and to a world of growth and development in
this transitory abode; but, if possible, God willing, all this will be explained to thee in detail and by
word of mouth when thou arrivest here.
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